MyMaths is an interactive online teaching and homework subscription service that helps to engage children in maths and consolidate their maths knowledge.

- Develops children’s skills, confidence and fluency in maths through lessons, homework tasks, and games
- Written for, and aligned to, all UK National Curricula
- Provides an important link between school and home, with access available for parents to review their child’s progress
- Webinars, FAQs and video support ensure teachers and pupils get the best from MyMaths
- Easy to use alongside any other maths resource

**Assessment Support:** The comprehensive assessment manager provides in-depth analysis, helping you to identify gaps in children’s learning.

“It provides a great bank of resources and the lesson elements can be used by the students as revision tools too.”

**Maths Teacher**
Forres Sandle Manor School, Fordingbridge
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MyMaths provides hundreds of lessons and homework tasks for practice and assessment to develop children’s fluency, reasoning and problem-solving in maths.

Lessons and homework

- Lessons and homework tasks are matched to the National Curriculum requirements

- Each interactive lesson is paired with an online homework that assesses understanding of the lesson content

- Homework tasks use randomly generated numbers, providing endless practice for developing fluency

Assessment Manager

- Set tasks to your class to check understanding of what they’ve learnt

- Track children’s progress against set tasks and see which tasks children have tried independently

- Traffic light system shows if pupils are on track to reach their goals
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**Booster Packs**

- Discrete blocks of work providing support for important areas of the curriculum
- Emphasis on consolidating skills in specific areas of maths through a variety of lessons, homework tasks, worksheets and games
- Children can work through these independently or teachers can assign them to children to complete as revision
- Includes Times Table and end-of-year Booster Packs, ideal for giving teachers a summative view of children’s progress

**Pupil Area**

- An area where individual pupils can see the homework tasks they have been set and when they are due
- Children can rate their understanding of homework resources and see feedback from their teacher
- Parents can follow their child’s progress

---

**Times Tables Booster Pack**

- Ideal summative assessments of progress in an area

**Pupil Area**

- Children can easily access their homework, play games or check their results

---

Clear layout and navigation helps children complete work easily on their own
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The Impact

MyMaths is used and loved by 3,500 primary schools and over 90% of secondary schools across the UK.

Case study from Our Lady’s Catholic Primary

Our Lady’s Catholic Primary in Chesham Bois started using MyMaths in 2015 with Years 1 to 6.

What impact has MyMaths had on maths teaching and learning?

It definitely makes it easier for teachers in setting homework. Also, I know that parents are getting more involved and are encouraging pupils to complete their work.

Have you seen a trend of improvement since using MyMaths?

Yes, we see maths homework being more regularly completed. Children are actually enjoying doing their homework and are even reminding teachers if they forget to set it!

How supportive do teachers find the MyMaths teaching and assessment tools?

The assessment from homework completed is fantastic. Currently, I monitor usage and report back to teachers on that, mainly for pupil premium children.

What do pupils think of MyMaths?

They love it! They really enjoy completing it and love the games and puzzles. My class (Year 3) come in and tell me what they have completed.

What is the one unique thing about MyMaths which makes it work?

Children love doing it – the sessions are relatively short and not too daunting because of this. They love the games as well. No problems getting the children to do their maths homework now!

Would you recommend MyMaths to other schools and if so, what would you say to them?

Definitely use it – your children will love it. It is also a great homework tool which marks everything for you and provides you with reports on the work! What’s not to love from a busy teacher’s point of view?

Ingrid Gardner
Numeracy Subject Leader, Our Lady’s Catholic Primary, Chesham Bois

“A fun and engaging way to get children excited about maths.”

Meagan Smyth
Gordon Primary, Eltham
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